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Gang re:Publik is a collection of original creative writings and images 
focusing on exchange and collaboration between Indonesia and Australia. The 
research for this book was undertaken during the Gang Festival, an artist-led 
initiative celebrating the deep links between Indonesian and Australian commu-
nity arts.
I edited and art directed the book, wrote an essay on the Jakarta artist 
group ruangrupa, conducted a series of interviews and contributed photographs.
Gang Festival took as its theme the Indonesian word for alleyway. It 
straddled a dual reference to small roads and particular social groupings; 
referring to the space between more permanent and conventional roads and 
roles. In Indonesian communities, `gang¿, forms a critical artery in Kampung 
(neighbourhood) culture, where local trade and communities thrive in close 
proximity to one another. Gangs also evoke images of crevices, margins, and a 
rich density of peripheral culture. Gang Festival formed part of my PhD field 
work on cross-cultural collaboration between artists and designers who situate 
their work on the margins of commercial creative practice in Australia and 
Indonesia.
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NEW ANTHOLOGY - gang 
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publication), Asian Australian 
Studies News,
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